PHOTO PROPS

What you will need:
- Heavy printer paper
- Wooden dowels
- Scissors
- Hot glue

TIP: Glue the dowel at an angle for the hat and bat props.

Kids, have a grown-up help you with the scissors and hot glue.

How to make the photo props:
1. Print the pages onto heavy printer paper.
2. Cut out the art as close as possible. Cut out the eye holes.
3. Turn over the prop and glue a wooden dowel to the back to use as a handle.

What you will need:
• Heavy printer paper
• Wooden dowels
• Scissors
• Hot glue

Watch The Nightmare Before Christmas two different ways (including a Sing-along Edition) when you bring it home today.
QUEEN OF SCREAMS
I'M WITH
THE PUMPKIN
KING!
BONE-AFIDE FUN!
WHAT A WONDERFUL NIGHTMARE!
Boo!